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2022 has been a year of rising inflation, escalation of geopolitical tensions,
high energy prices, and recession in the US and the world. The market wobbled
during the first three quarters, but there has been no panic or capitulation yet.

Stock markets
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Price action for cyclical assets (stock indices, gold, cryptocurrencies) has  
been ambiguous at times but primarily negative.




Cryptocurrencies
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The US dollar has been the biggest beneficiary of this chaos, gaining strength
against the euro, yen, and other currencies. Yields of 30-year Treasury bonds
for the US have peaked at 3.7% and above.


Gold
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The Fed is promoting a hawkish narrative: its chief Jerome Powell has been
pushing the idea of tolerance to the recession, claiming that price stability  

Oil
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is more important than economic growth. The word “recession” has been
replaced by euphemisms like “necessary economic slowdown” and similar.
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In September 2022, there were concerning
situations with the debt market in Europe:  
10-year bonds of the UK have grown to 4.5%,
which led the BoE to step in and intervene  
to bring the market back to stability.



Let’s watch the performance of major
fundamental indicators and try to figure out  
the current situation with the economy.

We will start with inflation. It has been generally
going down since June, but the consumer price
index (CPI) in the US in August had an uptick,
which was a big concern for investors: they quickly
began to accumulate US dollars, migrate to
defensive instruments such as bonds, and sell
stocks and gold.



The uptick for CPI was not significant but rather
unusual for August, which is known for reduced
economic activity; that’s why the market's reaction
was so sharp. Annual inflation in the USA climbed
to 8.3% against the 8.1% anticipated.
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CPI for All Urban Consumers (CPI-U)


1-Month Percent Change

Series Id: CUSR0000SA0

Seasonally Adjusted

Series Title: All items in U.S. city average, all urban consumers, seasonally adjusted

Area: U.S. city average

Item: All items

Base Period: 1982-84=100
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Other economic metrics
The labor market has generally been strong, but unemployment
has started to grow slightly after a long period of decline.  
Non-farm payrolls were weaker than anticipated in August.



The primary confirmation of recession is GDP moving down  
for two consecutive quarters. The revised GDP for Q2 was
-0.6%, which was precisely the consensus forecast.



Overall, the recession is no longer the question but the reality;
however, the US PMI index is still holding above 50. That
shows the relative robustness of the economy, which is  
a good sign despite a technical recession.
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Target Rate Probabilities for 14 Dec 2022 FED Meeting

What to expect
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The Fed will probably continue to raise interest
rates further, aiming to bring inflation down as
soon as possible and stabilize consumer demand.
The current probability of rate hikes for this year
indicates a potential move to around 4% for 30year US bond yields.
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425-450

Would that mean a peak for the US dollar?
It will depend on many factors: geopolitical escalation
or resolution, energy prices, inflation, and economic
growth. Currently, we observe shrinking demand for
cyclical assets and a “flight-to-safety” regime. Every  
day we receive some gloomy news about the RussiaForex

Ukraine situation and the potential escalation of  
the energy crisis, China-US tensions, ArmeniaAzerbaijan tensions, and so on.
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It remains the primary concern, especially for Europe, which  
is coming closer to a winter amid natural gas shortages.  
Can we witness a shift in the narrative in the near term?



Currently, it’s not clear yet, but let’s outline several factors
which might bring positivity back to the markets.


First and foremost is the situation in the debt market.  
If inflation stabilizes and expectations about comfortable
levels of bond yields stabilize, these might slowly give some
life back to stocks and cryptocurrencies. Earnings season  
in October might also provide some new information for
investors on whether corporate profits fit expectations.
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Among the good news is the transition of Covid-19 to  
an endemic disease: most countries are reopening and
no longer require quarantine, PCR tests, or vaccination  
for entry. That potentially might improve the situation  
with supply chains, reducing the pressure on inflation  
and bond yields too.



There’s still no panic and capitulation in the markets, and
there are possibilities for different scenarios. The world
has entered a turbulent phase, and sentiment in the
financial markets could change radically from extreme
fear to euphoria and back.


Stock markets
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Stock markets have been under substantial pressure
starting from the second half of the year, since the
publication of the second quarter’s GDP for the US, when
it became clear that the recession is officially here.
Generally the S&P 500 and Nasdaq have had a negative
correlation with rising yields of 30-year Treasury bonds
due to fears of the deepening of this recession.



High volatility of price action often occurs during bear
markets. That’s exactly what we observed after the relief
in June when the Fed helped to pump stock prices by
committing to fighting inflation.
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Main narratives
Inflation and recession remain the main narratives which
have pushed down all sectors and industries of stock
markets worldwide and the US stock market particularly.



Picking bottoms in a bear market might usually be extremely
difficult, but sometimes portfolio managers use long/short
portfolios to benefit from discrepancies between the
performance of different stocks. Shorting stocks might not
be the best strategy for a trader of CFDs due to increased
volatility of stocks at or near the bottom.
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Possible scenarios 

for the stock market

There are three main relevant
scenarios that traders should keep  
in mind while trading stocks.  
Let’s go through each of them.

1

Capitulation and radical rise of volatility

The probability of this scenario is not so high, since real
crashes are quite rare as opposed to significant
corrections. If we take a look at the VIX, the volatility index
of the S&P 500, we see that moments
when
the
VIX
was
Forex
going through the roof and approaching values of 50-60
and more are quite rare in history. When that happens,
stocks would usually decline substantially.
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potentially we might see volatility declining
and stocks rebounding higher.
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2

Mild deterioration

Another possible scenario is a mild
deterioration of stock prices, whichForex
looks
now like a more realistic scenario compared
to a crash. Sentiment remains negative and
risk appetite for cyclical assets has
decreased substantially, so buying pressure
is simply not enough to sustain the uptrend.
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movements of a day or two each.


3

Bullish pullback

Although it might look not so likely to happen, this scenario can’t

In a nutshell, it seems to make sense to take the mildly

be excluded. A sudden change in sentiment might shift the

negative scenario as the dominant or most likely one for

prices of stocks and indices higher even though it doesn’t look

upcoming conditions in markets. But even considering this,

like a realistic scenario now, considering either confirmed

we will try to find some promising trading suggestions.

technical trends or fundamental market conditions. That

Most of them might generate short-term opportunities,  

prevents buyers from stepping in yet.

but today a trader needs to adapt to survive.


Forex
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LLY

360.00

The pharmaceutical company Eli Lilly
displays strong trending conditions and might
stay in this trend for a while, generating swing
trading opportunities as it might pull back
repeatedly to the zone of support below.
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XOM


Exxon Mobil’s stock displays notable strength
amid the ongoing energy crisis. Even if oil
futures correct, energy companies are traded
with a premium, so with a mild shift in
sentiment the price of XOM might reverse from
the support below as shown on the chart.
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Cryptocurrencies
The third quarter was quite unusual for the crypto market because most
major coins were relatively inactive. Bitcoin remained within a range of
about $7,000 between $18,000 and $25,000 approximately while Ether
was somewhat more mobile relative to its price between around $1,000
and $2,000. To a great extent this was a function of the general
conditions in markets described in the overview.



With rates rising quickly in the USA to combat surging inflation and the
arrival of a technical recession, there has been significantly less interest
in buying crypto. That’s partially due to retail investors, traditionally one
of the most important drivers of cryptocurrencies, facing more
uncertain economic conditions and having less free cash to invest.
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1Y + HODL Wave

1Yr HODL = UTXO > 1 Year

1Yr+ HODL Wave

However, it’s also a result of rates in the USA for
fiat now beating average rates on crypto offered
by Crypto Earn and similar schemes. Although
‘real’ rates - net of inflation - are still negative for
fiat almost everywhere, many participants seem
to be tempted by the surging yields of bonds
especially when compared to the much riskier
prospect of staking cryptocurrencies.



Conversely, the one-year HODL wave appears to
have reached a peak, having remained around
65% since the middle of the second quarter.


Net Unrealized Profit/Loss (NUPL)
Net Unrealized Profit and Loss (NUPL) = Market Cap - Realized Cap / Market Cap
Source: lookintobitcoin.com
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it’s easier for the price to go up, so a significant  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bitcoins have moved around within the last year,  

$10.000

new uptrend in the next few months looks very
unlikely based on this factor alone. Unrealized  
profit and loss still suggests capitulation.

Technical view: bitcoin

USDT

189.692K

The daily chart of bitcoin looked cautiously
optimistic at the very beginning of October,
with significantly higher volume overall and
higher volume of buying in particular
combined with a fairly well established range
over the summer. Oversold predominated on
the higher weekly chart for most of the
summer. Bitcoin’s weekly ATR (14) at around
$2,600 was the lowest in slightly more than
two years at the very beginning of October.
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That situation would suggest a buy signal
based on technicals with a possible target in
the medium term around the base from May
and June c.$30,000. However, as noted
above, cryptocurrencies were driven strongly
by fundamentals this summer, so acting
based on the chart would be conditional on
a fundamental catalyst of some sort or  
a reasonably strong recovery by shares.
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Technical view: Ether
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These developments are reflected on the chart in  
a fairly strong downward movement in the second
half of September, but this also seems to have
reached a bottom around $1,300. Here there’s no
indication of selling saturation as of early October,
but volume is much lower than it had been around
the large drop in the middle of June. 



The 50 SMA from Bands is about to death cross
the 100. On the whole, strong or ongoing gains
seem to be unfavorable for Ether this quarter
unless as noted above there’s a clear change  
in the tone of news and fundamentals.
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Gold

Terget Rate Probabilities for 22 Mar 2023 FED Meeting

Despite a promising bounce from the middle of July for about a

Current target rate is 300-325

month, on the whole gold definitely didn’t shine in the third quarter.

100%

The Fed’s aggressive schedule of tightening and the accompanying
surge in yields from Treasury bonds raised the opportunity cost of

80%

even as ‘real’ rates net of interest remained strongly negative.


Although the pressure on gold from rising rates is still there, the
Fed has to stop eventually. While the funds rate in the USA might

Probability

holding the metal as it behaved similarly to other commodities
60%

44.4%
40%

20%

eventually reach 5%+, there’s only around a 1.2% chance of this by
the end of the first quarter of 2023 according to CME FedWatch
Tool. Hiking that high would also be a big risk for the Fed given  
the levels of debt in the USA.
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Very high rates above 5% in the USA might also worsen  
the current recession around the world: other central banks
would be forced to do the same to attempt to preserve their
currencies’ value and curb inflation. However, the eurozone
and other countries like the UK and perhaps especially
developing countries could face serious crises in that
situation, which would have knock-on effects for the USA.



All this means that while the light at the end of the tunnel
for tightening policy isn’t here yet, it’s probably coming
sooner rather than later. Confirmation of consistently lower
inflation in the USA - barring the occasional month’s blip combined with solid expectations of rates peaking below
5% could give gold some momentum to the upside.
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Early October brought a reprieve for gold
after a gravestone doji on 27 September.
The size of two of the subsequent
candlesticks would often suggest
ongoing gains when the initial phase of
the bounce has such high momentum.
That was accompanied by a large rise in
buying volume, both for futures and other
derivatives, and an upward crossover of
the slow stochastic in oversold.
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$1,700 is an obvious psychological
resistance but given the strength of the
latest move this seems likely to be
broken relatively early in Q4. Whether
the price can hold above there and
possibly test further up around the value
area between the 50 and 100 SMAs
depends heavily on US job reports and
inflation plus naturally what the Fed
does in November and December.
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Oil
The dominant narrative for oil in the third quarter
shifted rather quickly from the Gulf’s “We can’t
pump any more!” to the weaker outlook for
demand as expectations increased for at least
technical - though not necessarily critical recession around the world. The policy of Zero
Covid in China, the USA’s technical recession and
the acceleration of many countries’ shifts away
from oil for generating power were all clearly
negative factors.
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However, OPEC+ called for a cut of production  
in September, although this was very small, and
the cartel seems very likely to do the same in
October. A large cut in October would almost
certainly be positive in the short term for oil  
but likely strongly negative in the longer term.  
That’s because artificially high prices of  
oil would exacerbate the recession or  
imminent recession around the world.


The cartel’s meeting on 5 October is still uncertain
at the time of writing, but as of now there appear  
to be two main possibilities:

1

A cut of between half a million and

It’s also crucial how markets actually react to the meeting, though. If

a million barrels daily, which would

participants perceive that OPEC+ is bluffing in some way or reacting

probably boost prices in the next

excessively to the price’s recent drop, they might take up contrarian

few weeks but drive weaker

positions, so in this situation it would traditionally make sense to wait for

demand further ahead.

the dust to settle at least to some degree before any significant orders.



While oil is cheaper in dollar terms now than two months ago, for very
2
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A cut of between 100,000 and half

many importers it’s significantly more expensive in real terms because

a million barrels daily, which would

almost every currency has lost a lot of value against the dollar in the last

probably not have a clear effect on

few weeks. It’s difficult to see from a fundamental perspective how oil

the current downtrend but might

could move up in an uptrend as opposed to a bounce unless the dollar

support prices in the longer term.

retreats quite dramatically.


Technical view
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The chart of oil is clearly negative with the
price having made six lows since the start of
the current downtrend in June. Volume
doesn’t give a clear signal but with no
oversold and no obvious support immediately
below it seems likely that the price might
continue lower. The descending channel of  
the downtrend might project the end of the
current or next bounce around $92 in midOctober followed by a possible test of $70
around the middle of the fourth quarter.
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However, and perhaps obviously, that
projection could be invalidated completely
by OPEC+’s meeting on 5 October or by a
shift in expectations for the global
recession or the overall sentiment of
markets. As is usual for oil, it’s important
for medium- to long-term traders to focus
on news and fundamentals equally to or
even more than the chart.
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Tell us what  
you think!



Visit the link below to give  
your feedback on this outlook: 

it takes less than two minutes.





Leave feedback

The information on this material is provided for information purposes only and should not be
construed as containing investment advice or an offer of solicitation for any transactions in financial
instruments. Neither the presenter nor Exness takes into account your personal investment
objectives or financial situation and assumes no liability to the accuracy, timeliness or completeness
of the information provided, nor for any loss arising from any information supplied. Any opinions
made throughout the presentation are strictly personal to the presenters and may not reflect the
opinions of Exness. Past performance does not guarantee or predict future performance. Seek
independent advice if necessary. The information on this material may only be copied with the
express written permission of Exness.



Risk Warning: CFDs are complex derivative products (CFDs) which are traded outside  
an exchange. These products come with a high risk of losing money rapidly due to leverage  
and thus are not appropriate for all investors. Under no circumstances shall Exness have  
any liability to any person or entity for any loss or damage in whole or part caused by,  
resulting from, or relating to any investing activity.

